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  GUIDELINES FOR GROUPS AT METEOR CRATER 
Meteor Crater Enterprises welcomes all groups and hopes to provide the most educational and enjoyable 
experience possible for our astrogeological landmark.  During the Spring months, we are fortunate to 
host many thousands of school children that come to visit us on field trips.  In order for us to adequately 
serve those groups as well as our regular visitors, we ask that you please adhere to the following 
guidelines.  
*Please initial where indicated and return via fax to 928-289-2598.

Date of Tour____________________ Name of Group__________________________________ 

1. Guests and chaperones must adhere to staff instructions and posted rules.
2. For School groups, only 5 students with one adult are allowed in the gift shop or restroom at any

one time.
3. Other visitors will be enjoying the facility during your visit.  Please be respectful and share

museum displays, look out points, telescopes, and other aspects of the facility with other guests.
4. Dispose of trash in proper receptacles.
5. Feel free to inquire with staff about aspects of the Crater, its history, or the facility.

TEACHERS OR GROUP LEADERS 
6. To receive the admission discount, admission must be paid in one lump sum either with cash or 

a major credit card (Visa, Mastercard, Discover& AMEX). Checks and P.O.’s are not accepted. 
____*Initial

7. The reduced Blasted Bistro rates on the Tour Reservation Form are available only by reservation 
and deposit. Please contact Meteor Crater at least two
weeks prior to arrival to reserve lunch at the group rate. ______*Initial

8. In order to accommodate the large number of groups we have in the spring, all school tours must 
be pre-scheduled to receive the school discounts.  All tours are scheduled for mountain standard 
time.  We understand that unexpected things happen on field trips and we will do our best to work 
with groups if they don't arrive at the scheduled time. But with that in mind, groups that arrive on 
time will have priority over those not arriving at their scheduled time.  If you arrive at a time 
other than your scheduled time, your tour guide may be occupied with another group that did 
arrive on time.  As a result, the time you have with one of  our guides may be reduced or lost if 
you do not arrive on time and your visit may have to be self guided. _______  *Initial

9. We would like to request that there be at least 1 adult per 15 students.

It is our hope that these guidelines will help us provide the best visit possible for your group.  Enjoy 
your visit to Meteor Crater! 

Please call Meteor Crater at 928-289-5898 or 800-289-5898 with any schedule changes or cancellations. 
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